A group of interactive computer programs have been developed which aid in the collection and graphical analysis of nucleotide and protein sequence data. The programs perform the following basic functions: a) enter, edit, list, and rearrange sequence data; b) permit automatic entry of nucleotide sequence data directly from an autoradiograph into the computer; c) search for restriction sites or other specified patterns and plot a linear or circular restriction map, or print their locations; d) plot base composition; e) analyze homology between sequences by plotting a two-dimensional graphic matrix; and f) aid in plotting predicted secondary structures of RNA molecules.
INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of nucleotide and protein sequence data in recent years has provoked widespread interest in developing computer programs to aid in the search for patterns, palindromes and other regularities in sequences of potential biological significance.
Several overlapping collections of programs have appeared which can be divided into two general categories: small sets of highly interactive programs often used on microcomputers which are concerned primarily with local data entry and simple analysis, and large integrated sets of programs on mainframe computers which often serve to maintain genetic databases.
We have written a set of highly interactive programs for a high performance desktop computer that facilitate local sequence data entry, editing, and rearrangement. These programs emphasize graphic display of sequence information which greatly enhances their analytical power by revealing various properties or patterns encoded within nucleotide or protein sequence data.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
Entry, Editing, Listing, and Rearrangement (SEQ) This program provides a variety of general functions for entering, editing, listing, or generating nucleotide or protein sequence files. Sequences are checked after each line is entered from the keyboard to make sure they contain only legal characters. Legal character sets include DNA, RNA, extended DNA, extended RNA, amino acid, and ASCII (any character is legal). Extended character sets may contain characters which represent ambiguous nucleotides.
Random sequences can be generated using any character set. Sequences can be edited using the functions substitute, delete, insert, search, and convert.
Unlike other sequence editors with which we are familiar, the numbering system does not change until all of the insertions or deletions are completed. Thus, deletions or insertions can be specified while progressing through the file in any order. Searching for exact matches to short patterns is permitted during editing. The convert function determines the characters in a sequence and allows all occurrences of one character to be changed to another. Sequences can be listed in a variety of formats on either the printer, plotter, or dis-
play. An important feature is the convenient coordinate or relative numbering system achieved by setting a parameter (offset), to specify the starting posiition of the first character in a sequence. Sequences can be listed, therefore, with coordinates that start with any positive or negative number, not necessarily one (1) . Sequences are stored and retrieved from files which may have one of two possible formats. Files stored in an ASCII format can be read by terminal emulator programs which allow transfer of files between remote computer systems. The format of ASCII files is compatible with sequence analysis programs that run on our mainframe computer. An encoded binary file format which is more efficient than ASCII format files, both in terms of disc storage space and disc access speed, is used by all of the sequence analysis programs described in this paper. Additional information stored with each sequence includes name, topology (linear or circular), type (character set), offset (for the coordinate numbering system), species, reference or comments, length, date, and checksum. The checksum, calculated according the algorithm we presented in an accompanying paper (1), provides a convenient method for verifying sequence integrity when data are transferred from one computer to another or when published data are manually entered into a computer. Sequences can be rearranged by flipping (reversing and complementing), by circular permutation (rotation), or by appending one sequence to another.
Digitized Entry of Sequences (DIG)
This program uses a digitizer to enter sequence data directly from autoradiograms and to store it in computer files which can be later used to compile an overall sequence. 
Base and Codon Content (CONTENT)
This program calculates and prints codon content and base frequency.
Graphic Matrix Homology Searching (DOTS)
This program is used to search for homologies and regularities within or between nucleotide or protein sequences by displaying a graphic matrix ( Figure   3 ). This method, first introduced by Maizel (5) The drawing of the molecule can be directed to a graphics screen or to a hard copy graphics plotter (Figure 4) . We routinely direct plots to the graphics screen and adjust the pivots until a satisfactory structure is obtained before plotting the molecules on paper.
Inter-Computer Communications (TERM)
This is a terminal emulator program which allows exchange of sequence data files between our computer and remote computer systems. This permits collection of sequence information from genetic databases, generally maintained on large computer systems, as well as the transfer of sequence data in the reverse direction, for analysis by programs which offer capabilities not found in our local collection of programs. 
